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Purpose

Two aims of this presentation:

– To highlight that MDA must be underpinned by 
generalised concepts

– The approach we have taken to doing this with 
Prototypical Instances
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Introduction

Software and systems are complex
Difficult to identify a problem’s concrete 
solution as a first step
Two common devices to dealing with this 
complexity:
– Abstraction :  hiding detail
– Prototypical instances : example configurations



Example (1)



Example (2)



A bit of philosophy (1)

Representation and classification of “things” 
central to philosophy discourse
Plato identified the ideal and the instance 
which the ideal represents (the basis of type 
based programming)
Used as a classification of natural phenomena: 
plants and animals



A bit of philosophy (2)

Wittgenstein, how do we identify the ideal?
– Game

Involving two or more sides? (not necessary: solitaire)
Having a winner? (not necessary: catch)
Providing amusement? (not sufficient: whistling)

This difficulty is the same faced by s & s 
designers



A bit of philosophy (3)

Prototype theory – relative classification 
(Eleanor Rosch)

The concept behind prototype theory is that an ideal 
can be specified by some best examples of the 
category, and then contains members related by 
some principle to the best members



Aims and approach overview

To find a general solution for the metamodel of 
prototypical instances
Draw upon Wittgenstein and model the relative
relationship of prototypes
Three ingredients :
– Type (the ideal)
– Instance
– Prototypes



Approach overview (2)

Recursive type:



Approach overview (3)



Concrete metamodel

We apply the approach presented to the key 
building blocks of languages (defined via 
extension)



Role constraints: Set (1)

A prototypical instance of a Set can contain a subset 
of the elements in the Set’s roleOwner
Examples (roleOwner – role):
– Set{a,b,c} = Set{a,b,c}
– Set{a,b,c} = Set{a,b}
– Set{Set{a,b},Set{c}} = Set{Set{a,b}} 
– Set{a,b,c} = Set{a}



Role constraints: Set (2)

Defined by:

context Set inv:

role->forAll(r | r.content->forAll(c |

self.content->exists(co | 

co.role->includes(c))))



Role constraint: class (1)

A prototypical instance of a class may:
– contain some or all of its owningRole attributes, such 

that: 
the attribute roles have identical names to their roleOwner
and types which are roles of their roleOwner’s type:



Role constraint: class (2)

Defined by:

context Class inv:

role->forAll(r | r.ownedAttribute->forAll(oa |

self.ownedAttributes->exist(a | a.role = oa

and oa.name = a.name

and a.type.roles->exists(t |  

oa.type = t)))



Role constraint: class (3)



Implementation

As part of our UML 2 work this mechanism has 
been implemented in the TCS (Tata 
Consultancy Services) Metamodelling tool
Good indication that it works!
Because it is generalised, can describe 
prototypes of any language (diagram)



Screenshot (1)



Screenshot (2)



Conclusion

Devised and implemented a general treatment 
of prototypical instances
Driven by philosophical advocating “relative 
classification”
Relevant beyond the languages we have 
mentioned
– Characterising patterns

Language definition (see 2U infrastructure submission)
Facilitating QVT (see QVT-partners submission)
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